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We believe it is important that people who

use our services give us feedback about

what we do. It helps us develop, refine and

improve the way we work, and it is always

What people think about what we do
encouraging for the staff team to receive positive

comments. We record feedback from training, events

and development work with groups. Here is some

that we received during the course of the year:
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I am proud to Chair the Board of High Peak CVS.  

I am now approaching two years into the role and

we have a strong Board, an effective Staff team led

by a focused Chief Executive, and an increasing

range of satisfied customers – Clients, Funders,

Members and Volunteers alike.

A message from the Chair
I hope that when you read this review, you too will

be impressed by the impact High Peak CVS is now

achieving for the benefit of communities in this part

of Derbyshire.

Chris Woodcock.

“just writing to say thank you very much for the information. It will be extremely useful for us”

“well done with the funding bids. I am really pleased at this excellent news 
for the organisation and people of High Peak.”

“we met at one of our committee meetings a while ago, and you sent us some info from Funderfinder about
potential sources of money. Well, you’ll be glad to hear we’ve been really successful – so thank you very 
much with for all your help” [the group received nearly £2,000 from three funders]

“I must say how super your website is – quick, friendly, 
easy to navigate and jargon free – well done!”

“Just a few words of thanks for the event you organised yesterday, I found it interesting and informative. 
I know from experience how difficult it is to organise such an event and how difficult it is to arrange such a high
quality programme with such approachable and knowledgeable speakers”

“The information you supply is invaluable and the friendly, helpful, voice 
at the end of the telephone is so reassuring” 

“My own Council for Voluntary Service is a much more professional and dynamic body than

it used to be. It has built itself up into a thriving, conscientious and effective voice and

capacity 

to work with other voluntary sector operations in the area” - Tom Levitt, MP for the High
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The High Peak has over 800 voluntary and

community organisations whose work is vital to the

social, economic and cultural development and

quality of life in the borough. It is High Peak CVS’s

job to help them succeed. During the course of the

year we have, naturally, devoted a huge amount of

time delivering services to help the voluntary and

community groups across the High Peak be more

successful in achieving their aims. We do this in

countless ways – offering funding and organisational

advice, working in partnerships to enable the sector

to gain a voice in influencing policy, providing

relevant information, delivering a range of training

and offering practical services such as photocopying,

and equipment hire. We have developed a number of

new projects, and all of our activities are aimed at

supporting the voluntary sector to contribute to life in

the High Peak. At our core is our overarching mission

statement:

To improve the quality of life of individuals groups
and communities by enabling a vibrant and
sustainable voluntary and community sector (VCS)
that is valued throughout the High Peak.

The organisation has grown and evolved since

members of staff were first employed in 2002.

Therefore, over the last few months the staff team,

along with the directors from our board, have also

spent time refining the shape the CVS should have to

best provide support to the sector in the borough. 

Internally we now have four clearly defined areas of

work. Although these are still being refined, having

this in place has made the organisation better able to

focus it’s work:

Our Annual Review 2005

This report is therefore deliberately moulded around

these four areas of work, and the impact and positive

outcomes that these areas create in the communities

in which we work. Unlike our previous reports we

have not attempted to cover everything that we do -

we have grown in such a way that doing so would

now produce a very lengthy report! Instead, we have

given a couple of examples of the work undertaken

under each of these themes.

Programme 1: Programme 2: Programme 3: Programme 4:

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES POWER HOUSE/ STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP
WORK ENGINE ROOM & DIRECTION

• Capacity building, 

funding advice  and 

development support for 

groups including that 

provided by Small Group 

Project, SUSTAIN and 

Community Voices

• Partnership working at an 

operational level

• Information services

•Email, newsletter, website

•Library

• Learning and training 

programmes

• Practical services:

•Photocopying

•Office space and 

room hire

•Pro Help

•CircuitRiders

Internal services:

• Administration

• Financial management

• Human resources

• ICT

• Building management

• Volunteer management

• Strategic partnership 

working

• Organisational direction 

and development
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The engine room
This area of work provides the internal services, such

as HR, finance and volunteer and office

management. 

Over the course of the year we have completed our

building alterations to make our office space and

meeting rooms fully accessible, to enable everyone

to participate fully at events and training held at our

‘Community Space’ base. As a consequence we

have seen a significant increase in the number of

organisations using our facilities.

We believe membership is a huge indicator of

success of our organisation: it shows that we are

regarded highly and deliver on our promises. It is a

way for organisations to show their support.

Membership has grown from 162 organisations and

individuals at the end of the last financial year to 196

at the same point in 2005 – and has now grown to

over 200.

Strategic
leadership and
direction
This programme of work focuses on ensuring that

the organisation is developing in a strategic way that

meets the need of the sector, and on ensuring that

we provide leadership, direction and representation

on wider issues affecting voluntary and community

groups working in the High Peak.

Internally, the year has seen a variety of activity. 

The staff team and directors took part in a strategic

capacity building day in November 2004, to address

some of the issues identified on page 3. 

Working in partnership is one of our core principles,

and we have been reviewing all of the partnerships

that we are involved with. This is because over the

last three years, as we have expanded, we have

been invited to be involved in over 30 partnership

groupings, all with competing demands for our time.

We have now become much clearer about those that

fit with our key priority areas and are withdrawing

from those that don’t, to enable us to retain our

focus.  

As an organisation we have moved from just

counting numbers (outputs) to thinking about what

outcomes and goals we are aiming to attain, for the

sector and the community of the High Peak. 

High Peak CVS has recently attained the level one

standard for PQASSO, the quality standard
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developed specifically for the voluntary and

community sector by Charities Evaluation Services.

We are committed to achieving level two by January

2006 and level three by July 2006. PQASSO is

evidence that quality is embedded in our systems

and practices.

Externally, we have taken a strategic lead on behalf

of the sector in a number of areas. High Peak CVS

has been a key partner in the Derbyshire

Infrastructure Consortium, formed to take advantage

of the Government’s ChangeUp agenda. ChangeUp

is a programme to improve the level and reach of

services that umbrella bodies (such as the CVS)

deliver to frontline voluntary sector organisations. We

have not only been developing and shaping projects

at a county level (for example the CircuitRiders

project, described on page 8) but also engaging with

local partners (such as the Local Strategic

Partnership) and funders to help them understand

the process and give commitment to future funding.

All of this activity is aimed at increasing and

improving the support that is available to voluntary

and community organisations to enable them to be

more effective in their aims.

A second example of the kind of strategic work we

have been undertaking has been with High Peak &

Dales Primary Care Trust (PCT). At the ‘In Sickness

and In Health’ events that we organised in

conjunction with Derbyshire Dales CVS, one of the

issues raised was a lack of understanding between

the health and voluntary sector about how we each

operated.

As a result of these events, over the last few months

we have been working with colleagues in Derbyshire

Dales to address this concern: we ran two-way

“awareness raising” sessions with senior and middle

managers within the PCT that have been very well

received, and we hope that the next stage is for a

short session on the work of the voluntary sector will

be embedded into induction training for all PCT staff. 

Of course, these are just two examples of the

strategic and leadership work we undertake – others

include work on developing the Compact, in being a

key partner in the Local Strategic Partnership and

Rural Acton Zone and in working with others in

developing projects to help the sector – such as

SportsTrain on page 8. 
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If you wish to discuss the work of the CVS or

make suggestions about how we can develop

our services further to meet the needs of

voluntary and community groups in the High

Peak, please contact Kevin Skingsley, Chief

Executive or Chris Woodcock, Chair, 

on 01663 735350.
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Development work
Development work with voluntary and community

groups is very much the “bread and butter” of what

we do, one of our key activities. However, what is it?

In simple terms, it is the day to day activities that we

carry out with voluntary and community groups,

including support and advice around funding, and

organisational and legal structure. The development

work strand encompasses the Community Voices

Project, the SUSTAIN Project and the Small Group

Project.

The

Community

Voices project

was launched

in July 2005,

with three

years funding

from the Big Lottery. It is an evolution of the CVS’s

“general” development work but with greater focus,

allowing us to implement the learning we have

achieved since we were formed. Community Voices

will therefore deliver development support to groups

across the High Peak, concentrating on working with

groups in areas of deprivation, groups that serve

children, young people and families and those

groups with a health related purpose. Community

Voices also encompasses partnership working,

information and training elements.

One of the biggest areas of demand from voluntary

and community groups continues to be help with

funding – information about suitable sources and

assistance in applying. One of the examples of how

we meet this demand is in having a worker, as part

of their role, with specialist knowledge of the Local

Network Fund. The aim of the fund is to enable local

voluntary and community groups to meet the needs

and make a difference to the lives of young people,

with grants of between £250 and £7000 available. In

the first funding round of 2005, seven groups in the

High Peak were celebrating after being awarded over

£35,000 from the fund. These High Peak groups

received more than the rest of Derbyshire combined,

a testament to the intensive support the CVS

provided to the majority of the groups that received

funding. 

One of the successful groups was The Hang Out, an

organisation that offers a drop in centre for young

people in New Mills. Marion Tugwood from the

organisation said “we were awarded £1,565. It’s

great, and we will be using the money to run a

cookery course for young people, 11-16, developing

their cookery and healthy eating knowledge and

skills.”

“The support from the CVS has been fantastic, and

has been vital in ensuring we were successful in our

bid”, she added.

A second illustration of the type of development

support that we give to groups is that of Buxton &

District Toy Library. The toy library was established

over 10 years ago, and over the last twelve months

the CVS has worked with them in a number of ways.

We have provided support with using Funderfinder

software and in identifying potential funders, offering

hints and tips in how to apply and reaffirming some

of the existing knowledge of group members. The

group was successful with funding, gaining some

money to employ a worker to catalogue resources.

We then provided support, face to face, by email and

telephone, working through employment issues such

as health and safety and how to develop a robust

Child Protection Policy. 
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SUSTAIN was formed during 2004, when we

identified a need to provide information and guidance

to the voluntary and community sector locally around

three themes – economic sustainability,

environmental sustainability and social sustainability.

For example, about becoming more enterprising and

relying less on grant funding, on the use of

community buildings or about community inclusion.

This is a very large spectrum of activity, and the

project is currently defining where the area of focus

should be, particularly given the funding shortfall

(described below) for this work.

The Small Group Project, established for six years,

works primarily with small voluntary and community

groups that are marginalised, disadvantaged in some

way or rurally isolated. The project offers intensive

support to groups, and one of the strongest

examples of this is the support given to the disabled

access groups in the borough, of which there are

now four. During the last year the Small Group

Project has been helping the groups to network and

improve their communication with each other, with

the formation of the High Peak Joint Access Group.

The Access groups have been assisted in developing

and delivering some short training sessions about the

Disability Discrimination Act, and in continuing their

work in auditing buildings in the borough. Through

the CVS, the joint access group has also been able

to develop a website to attract new members, raise

awareness of access issues and keep the individual

group’s informed of each others progress. 

The primary funder of the Small Group Project since

inception has been Comic Relief, and this funding

comes to an end in August 2005. The project has

been successful in attracting new funding from the

Big Lottery Fund for the next three years to allow it to

continue, which demonstrates how important the

project continues to be. However, it is important to

recognise that, at the time of writing, there is still a

shortfall in the budget of both this and the SUSTAIN

project. The Small Group Project publishes a

dedicated annual report about all its activities and

this can be downloaded from our website –

www.highpeakcvs.org.uk/publications

The development work strand of the CVS’s work

does not focus just on group work or being reactive

to the needs of individual groups. It also plays a vital

role in linking up groups with each other through

forums and events, giving groups working around a

similar topic or theme the opportunity to network and

share ideas and work together. The High Peak Action

Forum for Children, Young People and Families does

just that. 

The Action Forum was set up in December 2003, and

is a mixture of voluntary and statutory sector

organisations. It has addressed issues of mapping

services and activities across the High Peak and

summer holiday activity publicity. One of the biggest

areas of success was an event in June which brought

together members of VCS groups to reduce the

isolation that they may experience in delivering their

projects. High Peak CVS initiated the Action Forum,

and has had a continued role in facilitating its work. 

The development work strand of High Peak CVS is

proactive in many other ways – for example the

SUSTAIN project took a lead in working with other

partners, such as the DEFRA funded Rural

Regeneration Unity Charity, to develop food co-ops in

the borough as part of wider healthy eating initiatives.

Food co-ops are one practical way in which

communities can have access to affordable fresh

vegetables and fruit, using local traders wherever

possible. We are delighted that there is a new co-op

in New Mills and people interested in starting one in

Fairfield.
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Services
High Peak CVS provides a wide range of services to

the sector, and over the course of the year has

developed these further to meet the needs of the

voluntary and community sector in improving life for

people in the area.

Our information provision is now widely regarded as

one of the best in the region – the weekly email

news service just one example. It means that we can

get time-critical information about events, training

and funding to groups quickly, enabling them to

access opportunities that would be missed if we

relied on more traditional methods.

Another example of how we aim to support groups

to carry out their work can be seen in the section on

our website that we developed to provide deprivation

and health statistics. In preparing funding

applications and feasibility studies for projects it is

often necessary to relate these to their social

context. More broadly, it is useful for voluntary and

community organisations to know the factors that are

recognised to affect the quality of life in their local

communities. Our website summarises local social

statistics from national sources, enabling groups to

easily interpret and use them. Find it at:

www.highpeakcvs.org.uk/funding/deprivation.htm

We believe that creating learning opportunities is a

vital part of our work, and our training programme

has been more successful than ever with a large

increase in learners. However, we do not work in

isolation. For example, we have been a key partner

in developing the SportsTrain project, along with

High Peak Borough and Derbyshire Dales District

Councils and Buxton Community School. This is

designed to provide a comprehensive “one stop

shop” for sports clubs and individuals looking to

develop their skills – whether it be around good

practice in relation to child protection or in gaining

community sports leaders qualifications which are a

fantastic way of involving people in deprived

communities in volunteering. The University of Derby

have now gained European Social Fund funding for

the project which will launch in the autumn and run

over two years, another illustration of how the CVS

helps to lever monies into the borough.

Two major projects have developed in the services

work programme over the last twelve months. High

Peak CVS has taken the lead on developing ProHelp

for the High Peak & Derbyshire Dales, and the

project aims to match needs of voluntary and

community groups with professionals who provide

their services free of charge. This allows groups to

access support from surveyors, architects,
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accountants and solicitors that that they would

otherwise be unable to employ. Over the first

six months of the project, ProHelp has signed

up 21 professional firms that have already

given in excess of £21,000 of support to 23

voluntary and community groups.

Footsteps in Whaley Bridge was ProHelp’s

first project. It is a local drop-in centre and

coffee shop. Their aim is to provide facilities

and education designed to relieve people who

are in need in the area. The premises are on

three levels and accommodate a computer

suite offering courses for all abilities, with

particular emphasis on women returning to

work. ProHelp professional member John

McCall recently completed a set of

architectural plans that redesign and

modernise the ground floor which is at

present in an unusable state. Funding

applications are now well advanced and when

completed the building work will provide

youth provision and an after school club,

which is desperately needed in the area, as

well as additional meeting rooms. There will

be a lift to all floors and the other areas will be

restructured so that the centre can offer a

quiet space for professional counselling.

Without the assistance of ProHelp, the

organisation would not have been able to

develop the plans for the premises.

The second new project is that of Derbyshire

CircuitRiders, developed as part of the

ChangeUp programme. High Peak CVS

recognised that small and medium sized

voluntary sector organisations need help in

making best use of IT to help them achieve

their aims – in deciding what equipment they

need, in technical support and in learning how

to use software. The project will officially launch in

the autumn, with an IT “Champion” working with

groups as well as a technician offering free support,

illustrating how we work to meet gaps in services.
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One of the concerns expressed by some in the

sector before we  were launched was that we would

require a huge amount of grant income to provide

our services, which in turn would reduce the amount

of money available for other voluntary and

community groups locally. We can categorically say

that this has not been the case! In fact, we have

achieved considerable success in helping to lever

funding in for the sector, as examples on pages 6

and 8 demonstrate. A breakdown of our finances is

shown below. We have developed a wide range of

funders, and have also been increasing the amount

In the current year, the situation regarding funding is

improving on a weekly basis, although there are still

concerns about shortfalls in funding for both the

Small Group and SUSTAIN projects.

A full set of our annual accounts is available on

request – contact Gina Spencer, Office and

Finance Manager on 01663 735 350 or email

gina@highpeakcvs.org.uk
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Funding and finances

Restricted funds for grants and contracts

£244412

£2421£44743

£64756

Incoming Resources

Unrestricted funds for grants and contracts

Fees and other income

Bank interest

Staff costs

Resources expended

Administration

Premises

Professional fees

Depreciation

Events

4899

174844

14337
29222

15687

26785

that we generate from earned income (such as web

and training services and room income). During

2005/06 our aim is to increase the level of earned

income by 40%, and to further increase this in future

years.

During the course of the last twelve months we have

gained funding from new sources – Derby and

Derbyshire Economic Partnership for the ProHelp

project and the Big Lottery Fund to continue the

Small Group Project and launch Community Voices

and ChangeUp for the CircuitRiders service. 
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The numbers
Throughout this report we have

attempted to talk about the impact that

our work has, and the positive outcomes

that our organisation brings to people in

the High Peak.

However, we are sure some readers still

want us to talk about outputs – the

numbers. So, in case you are interested:

This report is available in large print and Braille 
– please contact us to request a copy in either of these formats
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voluntary and community groups provided with development or funding support,
information or practical services through over 600 telephone or face to face contacts

40 of email bulletins, 
each sent to over 200 people

£21,000
£21,000 of pro-bono support 
from professionals to groups via ProHelp

850 newsletters posted to 
groups each quarter
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Assisting groups in the High Peak to gain £69,000
of funding from the Local Network fund

119315 individual learners from 119 groups 
benefited from our training programme

Membership of High Peak CVS increased to

196 groups and individuals

Images are indicative of voluntary activity, and have been supplied 

by Volunteering England and English Nature, to whom we are grateful
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We are grateful to our funders for their support over the course of the year:

High Peak CVS, Community Space, 1a Bingswood Trading Estate

Whaley Bridge, High Peak SK23 7LY

Telephone 01663 735 350

FAX 01663 733649

Web  www.highpeakcvs.org.uk

Email  hello@highpeakcvs.org.uk

High Peak and Dales
Primary Care Trust

Tameside & Glossop
Primary Care Trust


